Nighthawks LARP Player Questionnaire
Questionnaire for players of the Nighthawks LARP at Consequences 2018.
Some questions to help me match characters to players. You can read the list of characters and tell me which ones
appeal - or just let me know what themes you like, and I'll do my best based on choices you make to give you
something you'll have fun with.
You can ﬁnd details of the cast of characters here: https://secondmasque.org/games/nighthawks/nighthawkscast/
*Required

Email address *
Your email address

Your Name *
Your answer

Are you interested in a Facebook group for the game? *
Yes
No
Dont have a Facebook account

Which sort of things would you enjoy most in your character? (pick 3 at
most?) *
Helping others resolve their differences?

Challenging others over past failings?
Searching for the truth about the Attack?
Being absolutely awesome at what you do?
Organising others and managing resources?

Treason! Are you prepared to play a character who is working for The
Enemy? Note: this will mean you are working against some of the
objectives of the other characters. You will not be an NPC, you will be a PC
who is working against the others main goals *
Yes! I'd really enjoy playing against the others.
Maybe - I'm prepared to play this.
No - don't give me a traitor character please
Really no - don't even give me an accidental traitor

Is there any other player you'd particularly like character links with? If so, let
me know and what kind of links would be fun for both of you.
Your answer

Are there any themes you would like to avoid being directly involved in?
Your answer

Any other information to help me cast your character?
Your answer

Is there anything I can do to make the game more accessible for you? For
example - large print, ensuring you can sit down, making quiet space where
you can take time out without impacting your story, ...
Your answer

(optional) Based solely on the cast page, which character are you most
drawn to?
Choose

(optional) Based solely on the cast page, which character are you drawn to
second?
Choose

(optional) Are there any characters on the cast page you really don't want
to play?
Captain Fisk
Engineer "Syd" Sydell
Lt. Dr. "Nova" Novacheck
"Bingo"
"Rackno"
"Silver"
"Topcat"
"Grey"
"Karma"
"Icicle"
"Hex"
"Hardmode"

A copy of your responses will be emailed to the address that you provided.
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